
DO YOU WANT TO WRITE FOR THE MOON MAG?

Are you passionate about crypto, blockchain, web3, and NFT? Then why not write for us?
Submit a 1000-1500 Word article with the following guidelines to

contact@themoonmag.com
And if we publish it, we’ll pay you $150 USDT (yes, we pay crypto)

● The MoonMag is a coffee table/magazine publication - WE ARE NOT NEWS. While we aim to inform,
our articles always reflect a positive nature to encourage innovation and development in
Cryptocurrency, Web3 and Blockchain Companies.

● Conduct thorough research and fact-check all information included in the article. You may not be an
expert on the article you are writing, but if you have done the background work, your article will read
like you know your stuff.

● The style of articles should be conversational, positive, optimistic, factual and include your opinions as
a writer to help the audience understand the article from your point of view. Develop your own unique
voice, and readers will come back for your articles.

● Use quotes and citations to give credit to sources. Sources should only be linked to primary sources
such as research papers, studies or original research and not to NEWS or OTHER ARTICLES (even if
you wrote them).

● Use proper grammar, punctuation, and spelling. Edit and proofread the article multiple times before
sending it to us for review.

● Use headings and subheadings to break up the text and make it more readable.

● Avoid plagiarism at all costs - all articles are tested for plagiarism. As our brand grows, this is more
important than ever.

● Follow the publication's style guide; please include images that relate to your article if available.

● You are welcome to share a snippet of your article elsewhere but only part of the full article. If you
share a snippet, please link it to the Moon Mag website. A snippet is no more than ⅓ of the entire
article. We do regular searches to ensure our articles are unique to TheMoonMag.com - They must not
be published before publication in TheMoonMag.com.

● We recommend using https://app.grammarly.com/ to help check your article adheres to
spelling/grammar/nuance and plagiarism levels. Document settings in the Set Goals screen seem to
work best with Domain - General, Intent - Inform, Audience - Knowledgable, and Formality - Neutral.

Disclaimer - if your article is not published, there will be no payments made. If we love your writing, we may
hire you as a regular writer!
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